Abstract-We demonstrate injection locking of a radiation pressure driven optomechanical oscillator through external optical modulation of the optical pump power near optomechanical oscillation frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION Injection locking is a well-known effect in both selfsustained electronic and photonic oscillators (lasers). When a periodic signal with a frequency close to the oscillation frequency and large enough amplitude is injected into a selfsustained oscillator, the phase and frequency of the oscillator can be locked to that of the injected signal. Injection locking plays an important role in many systems based on electronic oscillators as well as lasers. In this work for the first time we investigate this phenomenon in a radiation pressure driven self-sustained optomechanical oscillator (OMO). Specifically we study injection locking in a UH-Q silica microtoroid optical resonator. It has been shown that radiation pressure or the force due to impact of photons can couple the mechanical modes of a microtoroid optical cavity to its optical modes, leading to regenerative, RF mechanical oscillations of the micro structure with only micro-Watts of optical threshold power [1] [2] [3] . The results of characterizing the phase noise and oscillation frequency have confirmed that the microtoroid OMO has the potential of being employed in certain RFphotonic systems [4, 5] . Here we demonstrate that amplitude modulation of the optical input power can lock the optomechanical oscillation frequency and phase to that of the external oscillator used to modulate the input optical power. This feature can be useful in many applications that involve multiple OMOs as well as combining the OMO with electronic systems. Fig. 1 shows the experimental arrangement used to study injection locking in the microtoroid optomechanical oscillator. The optical power from a tunable laser passes through a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) modulator and is coupled into and out of the microtoroid optical resonator using a fibertaper coupler. The amplitude of the optical input power is modulated by a single tone RF signal from a tunable RF synthesizer applied on the MZ modulator. The spectrum of optical power that is coupled out of the microtoroid is then analyzed in a RF spectrum analyzer. Also the phase of the output signal is compared to that of the electronic signal (injected signal) using a lock-in amplifier. In all experiments the laser power and optical amplitude modulation depth are chosen such that the input optical power is always larger than the threshold power for optomechanical oscillation (P th see Ref.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3) but small enough to keep the oscillation in the linear regime (where the second harmonic is at least 15 dB smaller than the fundamental frequency [4] ).
( a ) The microtoroid OMO chosen for this experiment had a mechanical frequency of about 84.1 MHz. The mechanical quality factor (Q mech ) of the corresponding mechanical mode was about 5600. The mechanical mode was driven by an optical mode with a loaded quality factor of Q 0 =2×10 6 . When the amplitude of the injected signal is large enough and the injection frequency (f inj ) is close to optomechanical oscillation frequency (f OMO ) we observe injection locking of the optomechanical oscillator. Fig. 2(a) shows the RF spectrum of the optical output power in the absence (gray trace) and presence (black trace) of modulation. In this case the frequency of the injected signal is 500 Hz smaller than the optomechanical oscillation frequency. The dashed trace is the RF spectrum of the optical output power when the external modulation is ON but the microtoroid is decoupled from the fiber taper. The presence of the modulation pulls f OMO toward f inj and locks the two signals. As shown in Fig. 2(b) using injection locking one can tune the optomechanical oscillation frequency simply by tuning the f inj . At a given ratio between modulation amplitude of the input signal and amplitude of the optomechanical oscillation (A inj /A OMO ), locking occurs within a limited bandwidth around f OMO (this bandwidth is known as lock range). Beyond this range the phase difference between optomechanical oscillation and the injected signal becomes time dependent and the two signals are unlocked. Fig. 3 shows the measured lock rang as a function of A inj /A OMO . The solid line is the theoretical prediction using the general theory of injection locking for self-sustained oscillators [6, 7] . In order to verify the stability of phase difference between the injected signal and optomechanical oscillation their phase difference is measured using a lock-in amplifier. Fig. 4 shows the temporal behavior of the phase difference in the presence (ON) and absence (OFF) of the injection signal. As evident from the trace the phase difference is clamped to a fixed value when injection is ON and becomes random when injection is OFF. Assuming f inj is within the lock range when the two signals are locked the value of their phase difference (-180 degree in this case) is determined by the frequency detuning (f OMO -f inj ). We have also measured the phase noise of the optomechanical oscillation and we found that as expected [7] the presence of the locking signal improves the phase noise of the optomechanical. This effect is especially noticeable in the low frequency offset (< 10 KHz) because frequency locking eliminates the frequency jitter caused by slow noise mechanisms. We have also verified that as predicted the magnitude of the phase noise improvement scales as A inj /A OMO .
III. CONCLUSION
It has been shown that injection locking technique can be used to lock the phase and frequency of an optomechanical oscillator to an electronic oscillator. This technique, widely used in electronic and photonic systems, may open new frontiers in engineering of optomechanical RF oscillators and their application in RF-Photonics. As an example recently a photonic RF-receiver architecture based on OMO has been demonstrated [5] that can benefit from this phenomenon. In this design the locking between the optomechanical local oscillator and the received signal may relax the frequency stability requirement for the oscillator within the lock range. Moreover the injection locking can also be used to lock two optomechanical oscillators and improve the frequency stability and noise performance of the slave oscillator similar to what is done in optical domain with lasers (Improving the performance of a noisy high power laser with narrow linewidth low power laser).
